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A theoretical analysis of the Monte Carlo (MC) method for both semiclassical and quantum device simulation is presented. A link between physically-based MC methods for
semiclassical transport calculations and the numerical MC method for solving integrals
and integral equations is established. The integral representations of the transient and
the stationary Boltzmann equations are presented as well as the respective conjugate
equations. The structure of the iteration terms of the Neumann series and their evaluation by MC integration is discussed. Using this formal approach the standard MC
algorithms and variety of new algorithms are derived, such as the backward and the
weighted algorithms, and algorithms for linear small-signal analysis. Applying this theoretical framework to the Wigner-Boltzmann equation enables the development of particle
models for quantum transport problems.
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1. Introduction
The MC method is now well established for studying semiconductor devices and
exploring material properties. The method simulates the motion of charge carriers
in the six-dimensional phase space formed by position and momentum. Subjected
to the action of an external force field, the point-like carriers follow trajectories
governed by Newton’s law and the carrier’s dispersion relation. These drift processes are interrupted by scattering events, which are assumed local in space and
instantaneous in time. The duration of a drift process, the type of scattering mechanism and the state after scattering are selected randomly from given probability
distributions characteristic to the microscopic process. The method of generating
sequences of drift processes and scattering events appears so transparent from a
physical point of view that it is frequently interpreted as a direct emulation of the
physical process rather than as a numerical method. In fact, the main MC algorithms employed in device simulation were originally devised from merely physical
considerations, viewing a MC simulation as a simulated experiment. This approach
works well as long as the charge carriers can be treated as semi-classical particles.
Then the carrier system can be described by the Boltzmann equation (BE), and the
aforementioned MC method can be shown to implicitly provide a solution to this
kinetic equation.
27
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However, when the scope of simulation is extended to quantum devices or highly
miniaturized classical devices the wave-like behavior of the carriers can no longer
be neglected and a quantum kinetic equation has to be used. For such equations
there exist in general no purely physically-based, imitative MC methods. Instead,
MC algorithms can only be derived in a more formal, mathematically-based way.
First, the kinetic equation under consideration has to be transformed to integral
form. The conjugate equation has to be formulated in order to obtain forward MC
methods. The Neumann Series of the equation is derived, and the elements of the
series are evaluated by means of MC integration.
Using this mathematically-based approach to the BE, in this work the wellknown Ensemble MC and the Single-Particle MC methods are derived in a unified
way. Additionally, new MC algorithms such as the weighted and the backward
algorithm are found. Furthermore, we consider the Wigner-Boltzmann equation
for quantum device simulation. Since the quantum distribution function has many
properties of a classical distribution function, its equation of motion can be expected
to resemble the semi-classical BE so much that part of the vast body of experience
on interpreting and solving the BE can be carried over to the quantum case.
This paper is organized as follows. The next Section outlines the numerical MC
method for solving integrals and integral equations. MC algorithms for the transient
and the stationary BE are derived formally in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively.
Section 5 deals with a MC algorithm for the linear small-signal AC analysis of
the BE. A recently developed MC algorithm for solving the Wigner-Boltzmann
equation, which is based on the theoretical framework described, is presented in
Section 6.
2. The Numerical Monte Carlo Method
This section introduces the general scheme of the MC method and outlines its
application to the solution of integrals and integral equations.
2.1. General scheme
To calculate some unknown value m by the MC method one has to find a random
variable ξ whose expected value equals E{ξ} = m. The variance of ξ is designated
Var {ξ} = σ 2 with σ being the standard deviation.
Consider N independent random variables ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξN with distributions identical to that of ξ. Consequently, their expected values and their variance coincide
E{ξi } = m,

Var {ξi } = σ 2 ,

i = 1, 2, . . . N

(1)

Expected value and variance of the sum of all these random variables are given by
E{ξ1 + ξ2 + . . . + ξN } =

E{ξ1 } + E{ξ2 } + . . . + E{ξN }

= N m (2)

Var {ξ1 + ξ2 + . . . + ξN } = Var {ξ1 } + Var {ξ2 } + . . . + Var {ξN } = N σ 2 (3)
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Using the properties E{cξ} = cE{ξ} and Var {cξ} = c2 Var {ξ}, one obtains from
(2) and (3)
1
E{ (ξ1 + ξ2 + . . . + ξN )} = m

N
σ2
1
(ξ1 + ξ2 + . . . + ξN ) =
Var
N
N

(4)
(5)

Therefore, the random variable
ξ=

N
1 X
ξi
N i=1

(6)

has the same expected value as ξ and an N times reduced variance. A MC simulation of the unknown m consists of drawing one random number ξ. Indeed, this is
equivalent to drawing N values of the random variable ξ, and evaluating the sample
mean (6).
The MC method gives an estimate of both the result and the error. According
to the central limit theorem the sum ρN = ξ1 + ξ2 + . . . + ξN of a large number of
identical random variables is approximately normal. For this reason, the following
three-sigma rule holds only approximately
√
(7)
P {|ρN − N m| < 3 N σ 2 } ≈ 0.997 .
In this equation the expected value and the variance of ρN are given by (2) and
(3), respectively. Dividing the inequality by N and using ξ = ρN /N we arrive at an
equivalent inequality and the probability will not change:


σ
P |ξ − m| < 3 √
≈ 0.997
(8)
N
This formula indicates that the sample mean ξ will be approximately equal to√m.
The error of this approximation will most probably not exceed the value 3σ/ N.
This error evidently approaches zero as N increases1 .
2.2. Monte Carlo integration
We apply the MC method to the evaluation of an integral.
m=

Zb

φ(x) dx

(9)

a

For this purpose the integrand has to be decomposed into a product φ = pR ψ, where
b
p is a density function, which means that p is non-negative and satisfies a p(x) dx
= 1. Integral (9) becomes
Zb
m = p(x)ψ(x) dx,
(10)
a
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and denotes the expected value of some random variable Ψ: m = E{Ψ}. Now the
general scheme described in the previous section can be applied. First, a sample
x1 , . . . , xN is generated from the density p. Then the sample ψ1 , . . . , ψN is obtained
by evaluating the function ψ: ψi = ψ(xi ). The sample mean
m'ψ=

N
1 X
ψi
N i=1

(11)

approximates the expected value. To employ the error estimation (8) the variance
of Ψ can be approximately evaluated by the sample variance
N

σ2 ' σ 2 =

1 X
(ψi − ψ)2
N − 1 i=1

(12)

Since the factorization of the integrand is not unique different random variables can
be introduced depending on the choice of the density p. All of them have the same
expected value, but different variance.
2.3. Integral equations
The kinetic equations considered in this work can be reformulated in terms of integral equations of the form
Z
f (x) = f (x0 )K(x0 , x) dx0 + f0 (x) ,
(13)
where the kernel K and the free term f0 are given functions. Equations of this
form are known as Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. In the particular
case of the Boltzmann equation the unknown function f represents the distribution
function. The multi-dimensional variable x stands for (k, r, t) in the transient case
and for (k, r) in the steady state.
Substituting (13) recursively into itself gives the Neumann series, which is a
formal solution to the integral equation2 .
f = f (0) + f (1) + f (2) + . . .
The iteration terms are defined recursively beginning with f (0) (x) = f0 (x).
Z
(n+1)
f
(x) = f (n) (x0 )K(x0 , x) dx0 ,
n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(14)

(15)

The series (14) yields the function value in some given point x. However, in many
cases one is interested in mean values of f rather than in a point-wise evaluation.
Such a mean value represents a linear functional and can be expressed in terms of
an inner product.
Z
(f, A) =

f (x)A(x)dx

(16)
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It is to note that (13) is a backward equation. The corresponding forward equation
is given by the conjugate equation,
Z
0
g(x ) = g(x)K † (x, x0 ) dx + A(x0 ),
(17)
where the kernel is defined by K † (x, x0 ) = K(x0 , x). Multiplying (13) by g(x) and
(17) by f (x0 ), and integrating over x and x0 , respectively, results in the equality
(f, A) = (g, f0 ) .

(18)

By means of (18) one can calculate a statistical mean value not only from f , but
also from g, the solution of the conjugate equation. The given function A has to
be used as the free term of the conjugate equation. The link with the numerical
MC method is established by evaluating the terms of the Neumann series by MC
integration, as pointed out in the previous section.
Note that usage of (18) precludes a point-wise evaluation of the distribution
function using a forward algorithm, because A(x) = δ(x) cannot be treated by the
MC method. The probability for a continuous random variable x0 to assume a given
value x is zero. Only the probability of finding x0 within a small but finite volume
around x is non-zero.
3. The Transient Boltzmann Equation
On a semi-classical level the transport of carriers in semiconductors can be well
described by the BE. For device simulation the time- and position-dependent BE
needs to be considered.


∂
r∈D
(19)
+ v(k) · ∇r + F(r, t) · ∇k f (k, r, t) = Q[f ](k, r, t) ,
∂t
This equation is posed in the simulation domain D and has to be supplemented by
boundary and initial conditions. In semiconductor physics the distribution function
is commonly normalized as
Z
Z
1
dr dk f (k, r, t) = ND (t),
(20)
4π 3
D

where ND denotes the number of carriers contained in the semiconductor domain of
volume VD . This normalization is based on the notion of discrete states in k-space
having a of density 2VD /(2π)3 , such that f can be viewed both as an occupation
probability of the discrete state k and a density function in the continuous k-space.
In both cases, however, with respect to r, f is to be interpreted as a density function.
In (19) the carrier’s group velocity v is related to the band energy (k) by
v = h̄−1 ∇k (k). The force field F takes into account electric and magnetic fields.
If only an electric field E is present, the force field is given by F = qE/h̄, where q
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is the charge of the carrier. The scattering operator Q = Qg − Ql consists of a gain
and a loss term, respectively. If many-body effects such as carrier-carrier scattering
and degeneracy are neglected, the scattering operator will be linear, an assumption
that is crucial for the presented approach. The two components of Q are
Z
Qg [f ](k, r, t) = f (k0 , r, t)S(k0 , k, r, t) dk0 ,
(21)
Ql [f ](k, r, t) =λ(k, r, t)f (k, r, t) ,
with λ(k, r, t) =

R

(22)

S(k, k0 , r, t) dk0 denoting the total scattering rate.

3.1. Transient MC algorithms
In a bulk semiconductor transient transport phenomena occur when the carrier
system evolves from an initial to some final distribution. Accordingly, the evolution
of an ensemble of test particles has to be simulated starting from a given initial
condition. Macroscopic quantities of interest are obtained by calculating ensemble
averages, giving rise to the name ensemble MC (EMC) method3,4 . For example,
the distribution function in a given phase space point at a given time is estimated
by the relative number of particles in a small volume around the point.
For a space-dependent problem the EMC algorithm has to take into account
boundary conditions. A homogeneous Neumann boundary is realized by simply
reflecting particles at the boundary. Physical models for ohmic contacts typically
enforce local charge neutrality5 . A proof that the EMC algorithm solves the transient BE has been given by Reklaitis6 and can be found also in Ref.7 .
In the field of semiconductor transport, the formal way to use the BE as a
starting point and to formulate MC algorithms for its solution has been reported
by end of the 1980’s. In 89 the BE is transformed into an integral equation which is
then iteratively substituted into itself. For the evaluation of the resulting iteration
series a new MC technique is proposed, called MC backward (MCB) since the
trajectories are followed back in time. All trajectories start from a chosen phase
space point, and their number is freely adjustable and not controlled by the physical
process. The MCB method allows for the evaluation of the distribution function in
a given point with a desired precision. The algorithm offers advantages when rare
events have to be simulated or when the distribution function is needed only in a
small phase space domain.
In the weighted ensemble MC (WEMC) method arbitrary probabilities can be
used for trajectory construction in order to guide particles towards a region of
interest10,11 . The method evaluates the iteration series of an integral form of the
BE originally given by Chambers12 . The unbiased estimator for the distribution
function contains a product of weights which are given by the ratio of the real and
the modified probabilities of the selected events.
With the iteration approach8 the MCB and the WEMC algorithms are stated
in a unified way. The common EMC algorithm is obtained as a particular case, in
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which the numerical trajectories coincide with the physical carrier trajectories, for
bulk transport13 and space-dependent conditions14 . Moreover, a convergence proof
for the underlying Neumann Series15 and variance estimates for the EMC method16
have been reported.
3.2. Integral form of the Boltzmann equation
In this section the BE is transformed from integro-differential form to integral form.
The equations of motion in phase space are given by Newton’s law (23) and the
carrier’s group velocity (24).
d
K(t) = F(R(t), t)
dt
d
R(t) = v(K(t))
dt

(23)
(24)

A phase space trajectory with the initial condition K(t0 ) = k0 and R(t0 ) = r0 is
obtained by formal integration.
K(τ ) = k0 +

R(τ ) = r0 +

Zτ

t0
Zτ

F (R(y), y) dy

v (K(y)) dy

(25)

t0

Assume a particle to be located in the phase space point k, r at time t. The
given point k, r, t determines uniquely a phase space trajectory K(t0 ) and R(t0 ).
The left-hand side of (19) represents the total derivative of the function
ˆ 0 ) = f (K(t0 ), R(t0 ), t0 )
f(t
with respect to time, which allows the BE to be rewritten as an ordinary differential
equation of first order:
d ˆ 0
f (t ) + λ̂(t0 )fˆ(t0 ) = Q̂g [f ](t0 ).
dt0

(26)

The structure of the BE is more compact if multiplied by an integrating factor of
R t0
the form exp( 0 λ̂(y)dy).

Zt0

Zt0
d
0
ˆ
λ̂(y)dy Q̂g [f ](t0 )
λ̂(y)dy f (t ) = exp
exp
dt0

(27)

0

0

This equation can be integrated straight forwardly in the bounds 0 and t.
fˆ(t) =

Zt
0

 Zt

 Zt

0
ˆ exp − λ(y)dy
Q̂g [f ](t ) exp − λ(y)dy dt + f(0)
0

t0

0

(28)
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ˆ = f (K(t), R(t), t) = f (k, r, t) one
Substituting fˆ(0) = f (K(0), R(0), 0) and f(t)
obtains the integral form of the BE.

f (k, r, t) =

Zt

dt

0

0

Z

dk0 f (k0 , R(t0 ), t0 )

 Zt

× S(k , K(t ), R(t ), t ) exp − λ(K(y), R(y), y)dy
0

0

0

0

t0


 Zt
+ f (K(0), R(0), 0) exp − λ(K(y), R(y), y)dy

(29)

0

This equation represents the generalized form of Chamber’s path integral12 .
In (29) the term S(k0 , kf )dk0 dt0 denotes the probability of a transition from an
initial state k0 within the volume element dk0 to the given final state kf during
the interval dt0 . This probability will in general be different from the forward
transition probability S(k0 , kf )dkf dt0 , where the initial state is fixed and the final
state is within some volume element dkf . To obtain a forward MC algorithm, one
has to change from integration over initial states to integration over final states, a
task calling for the introduction of the conjugate equation. The derivation of this
equation begins with a transformation of (29) to standard form (13) by augmenting
the kernel.
f (k, r, t) =

Z∞
0

dt0

Z

dk0

Z

dr0 f (k0 , r0 , t0 )K(k0 , r0 , t0 , k, r, t) + f0 (k, r, t)

(30)


 Zt
K(k , r , t , k, r, t) = S(k , K(t ), r , t ) exp − λ(K(y), R(y), y)dy
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

t0

× δ(r0 − R(t0 ))H(t − t0 ) (31)
 Zt

f0 (k, r, t) = fi (K(0), R(0)) exp − λ(K(y), R(y), y)dy

(32)

0

H denotes the unit step function and fi the initial distribution. The integral form
(29) is immediately recovered from (30) by performing the r0 integration and replacing the upper bound of the time integral by t, thus eliminating the unit step
function.
Using the kernel (31) in the defining equation (17) the conjugate equation evaluates to
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0

g(k , r , t ) =

Z∞

dτ

35

 Zτ

dka S(k , ka , r , t ) exp − λ(K(y), R(y), y)dy

Z

0

0

0

t0

t0

× g(K(τ ), R(τ ), τ ) + g0 (k0 , r0 , t0 ) . (33)
To obtain this equation, in (31) variables are changed, ka = K(t0 ), r00 = R(t0 ).
According to the Liouville theorem the volume element does not change over a
trajectory such that dkdr = dka dr00 . The r00 integration is then carried out with
the help of the δ-function.
The solution g for free term g0 = δ(k−k0 )δ(r−r0 )δ(t−t0 ) represents the Green’s
function of the BE. From (18) is follows that the solution f of (30) is given by the
scalar product
Z
Z∞ Z
(34)
f (k, r, t) = dt0 dk0 dr0 g(k0 , r0 , t0 ; k, r, t)f0 (k0 , r0 , t0 ) .
0

3.3. The ensemble MC method
Assume we are interested in the integral of f over some phase space sub-domain Ω
at time t:
Z ∞
Z
Z
0
0
fΩ (t) =
dt
dk
dr0 f (k0 , r0 , t0 )δ(t − t0 )θΩ (k0 , r0 ) ,
(35)
0

where θΩ denotes the indicator function of the sub-domain. Considering this integral
as scalar product fΩ (t) = (f, g0 ) it follows that g0 = δ(t − t0 )θΩ (k0 , r0 ). Using the
P∞
Neumann series of (33), g = 0 g (i) , we obtain
(0)

(1)

(2)

fΩ (t) = (f0 , g) = fΩ (t) + fΩ (t) + fΩ (t) + . . .

(36)

The meaning of the iteration terms can be understood from their structure. The
second iteration term, for example, can be expressed as
(2)
fΩ (t)

=

Zt
0

dt2

Zt

dt1

t2

Z

dka2

Z

dka1

Z

dki

Z

dri fi (ki , ri )


 Zt2
× exp − λ(K2 (y), R2 (y), y)dy S(K2 (t2 ), ka2 , R2 (t2 ), t2 )
0


 Zt1
× exp − λ(K1 (y), R1 (y), y)dy S(K1 (t1 ), ka1 , R1 (t1 ), t1 )
t2

 Zt

× exp − λ(K0 (y), R0 (y), y)dy θΩ (K0 (t), R0 (t))
t1

(37)
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Initial conditions for the k-space trajectories are given first by K2 (0) = ki and then
by the after-scattering states K1 (t2 ) = ka2 and K0 (t1 ) = ka1 (see Fig. 1). The real
space trajectory starts initially from R2 (0) = ri and is continuous at the time of
scattering: R2 (t2 ) = R1 (t2 ), R1 (t1 ) = R0 (t1 ).

τ

τ
k

r

t
K0 (τ )
ka1

t1
K1 (τ )
ka2

t2
0

r1

r2

K2 (τ )
ki

[k]

ri

R0 (τ )

R1 (τ )

R2 (τ )
[r]

Figure 1: Sketch of a forward trajectory which reaches the evolution time
t after three free flights. The symbols used in (37) are shown.

The iteration term (37) describes the contribution of all particles that undergo
two scattering events when they propagate from time 0 to t. At time t we find
(0)
the particles on their third free-flight path. Analogously, fΩ represents the con(1)
tribution of all particles which propagate without scattering from 0 to t, fΩ the
contribution of all particles that propagate with one scattering event, and so forth.
The next task is to separate the integrand in (37) into a probability density p
and a random variable ψ according to (9). To accomplish
this task the integrand is
Rt
augmented in two steps. First, the term exp(− t1 ), which represents the probability
that the particle drifts without scattering from t1 to t, is expressed as an integral
over the corresponding probability density. For the sake of brevity the time and
position-dependence of the scattering rates is not written explicitly.

 Zt
 Z∞
 Zt0

exp − λ(K0 (y))dy = λ(K0 (t0 )) exp − λ(K0 (y))dy dt0
t1

t

(38)

t1

R
Second, products of the form exp(− ) S in (37) are multiplied by λλ−1 . These
changes yield the following expression for the second iteration term.
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(2)
fΩ

=

Zt
0

dt2

Zt

dt1

t2

Z∞
t

dt0

Z

dka2

Z

dka1

Z

dki

Z

37



dri fi (ki , ri )


 Zt2

S(K2 (t2 ), ka2 )
× λ(K2 (t2 )) exp − λ(K2 (y))dy
λ(K2 (t2 ))


0

 Zt1


S(K1 (t1 ), ka1 )
× λ(K1 (t1 )) exp − λ(K1 (y))dy
λ(K1 (t1 ))


t2

 Zt0

× λ(K0 (t0 )) exp − λ(K0 (y))dy
θΩ (K0 (t), R0 (t))


(39)

t1

Probability densities assigned to elementary events, such as generation of an initial
state, of a free-flight time or an after scattering state are enclosed in curly brackets
for easier recognition. Note
that λ−1 S is the normalized distribution of the afterR −1
scattering states, since λ (k)S(k, k0 )dk0 = 1 for all k. The free-flight time
distributions are normalized on semi-infinite time intervals. For instance, for t1 we
get

 Zt1
Z∞
Z∞
(40)
p(t1 ) dt1 = λ(K1 (t1 )) exp − λ(K1 (y))dy dt1 = 1
t2

t2

t2

None of the distributions for t0 , t1 , t2 is normalized in the time intervals given in
(2)
(39) which reflects the simple fact that fΩ does not represent the whole solution
fΩ but only a partial contribution.
When the multiple integrals of the iteration terms are evaluated by MC integration the well-known EMC algorithm is recovered. The separation of the integrand
into a p and ψ follows quite naturally from (39).
x =(ki , ri , t2 , ka2 , t1 , ka1 , t0 )
R
R
R
p ={fi }{λ exp(− )}{λ−1 S}{λ exp(− )}{λ−1 S}{λ exp(− )}

ψ =θΩ (K0 (t), R0 (t))

(41)
(42)
(43)

To evaluate (39) by MC integration one has to generate N realizations of the multidimensional variable x, which are referred to as numerical trajectories. The factors
in (42) denote conditional probability densities, except fi , which is unconditional.
Therefore, one would first generate a phase space point (ki , ri ) from the initial
distribution fi , then choose t2 from the free-flight time distribution, select ka2 with
density λ−1 S, and so forth. Finally, at time t the indicator function θΩ , which plays
the role of ψ in (9), needs to be evaluated. The result will be simply one or zero.
Doing so for N trajectories corresponds to counting the number of particles found
in Ω at time t.
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The generated times are of ascending order, 0 < t2 < t1 < t0 , which means
that the trajectory is followed forward in time. With a forward algorithm it is only
possible to evaluate an average of the distribution function over some sub-domain,
but not the exact value in a given point.
3.4. The weighted EMC method
In the WEMC method instead of the physical densities in (39), which follow in a
natural way from the kernel, arbitrary densities are used for numerical trajectory
construction. The ratio of the physical density over the numerical density determines the weight of the numerical trajectory. The basic ideas can be explained by
rewriting the random variable x, the density p, and the dependent random variable
ψ(x) for the n-th iteration term in a formal way as
x =(x0 , x1 , . . . xn )

(44)

p =f0 (x0 )K(x0 , x1 ) . . . K(xn−1 , xn )

(45)

ψ =θΩ

(46)

where K stands for the kernel of the conjugate equation. One can now choose an
arbitrary initial distribution p0 and arbitrary transition probabilities P for numerical trajectory construction. Since the product pψ has to remain unchanged, the
random variable ψ has to compensate for the changes in the density p.
p =p0 (x0 )P (x0 , x1 ) . . . P (xn−1 , xn )
ψ=

f0 (x0 )K(x0 , x1 ) . . . K(xn−1 , xn )
θΩ
p0 (x0 )P (x0 , x1 ) . . . P (xn−1 , xn )

(47)
(48)

The numerical initial distribution p0 and the numerical transition probability P
have to be non-zero where the physical counterparts are non-zero, i.e., p0 (x0 ) 6= 0
if f0 (x0 ) 6= 0 and P (xi , xRj ) 6= 0 if K(xi , xj ) 6=
R 0. Furthermore, only normalized
densities are considered, p0 (x0 ) dx0 = 1 and P (xi , xj ) dxj = 1 for all xi .
Consequently, whenever in the process of numerical trajectory construction a
random variable is selected from a numerical density rather than from a physical
density, the weight of the trajectory changes by the ratio of the two densities.
As an example the WEMC method is applied to compute the energy distribution
of electrons in Si. The used semiconductor model5 assumes an analytical, nonparabolic band-structure characterized by m∗n = 0.32 m0, α = 0.5 eV−1 . To increase
the probability for electrons to gain energy and thus to populate the high energy tail
the probability for phonon absorption has been increased at the expense of phonon
emission. Fig. 2 shows the result of a simulation of 4·107 electrons at E = 30 kV/cm
for t = 1 ps. The initial distribution is a Maxwellian at lattice temperature, chosen
as TL = 300 K. For the given particle number the EMC method can resolve not more
than 7 decades of the energy distribution, while the WEMC method gives reasonable
accurate results within 17 decades. However, it is to note that the variance of the
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Figure 2: Electron energy distribution functions obtained by the
EMC and WEMC algorithms for E = 30 kV/cm.
WEMC method increases with increasing evolution time. The dashed line in Fig.
2 represents the distribution of the endpoints of the numerical trajectories.
3.5. The backward MC method
In the previous sections forward algorithms were formally derived from the Neumann
series of the conjugate equation. If the Neumann series of the integral form of the
BE is approached by the MC method, backward algorithms will be obtained8 .
As an instructive example, we consider the term f (2) of the Neumann series of
(29).
f

(2)

(k, r, t) =

Zt
0

dt1

Z

dk1

Zt1
0

dt2

Z

dk2

 Zt2

fi (K2 (0), R2 (0)) exp − λ(K2 (y), R2 (y), y)dy
0

 Zt1

× S(k2 , K1 (t2 ), R1 (t2 ), t2 ) exp − λ(K1 (y), R1 (y), y)dy
t2

 Zt

× S(k1 , K0 (t1 ), R0 (t1 ), t1 ) exp − λ(K0 (y), R0 (y), y)dy

(49)

t1

Final conditions for the k-space trajectories are given first by K0 (t) = k and then
by the before-scattering states K1 (t1 ) = k1 and K2 (t2 ) = k2 (See Fig. 3). The real
space trajectory ends at final time t in the given point R0 (t) = r and is continuous
at the time of scattering: R1 (t1 ) = R0 (t1 ), R2 (t2 ) = R1 (t2 ).
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τ

τ
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k
t
K0 (τ )
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k2
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K2 (τ )

R0 (τ )

R1 (τ )

R2 (τ )
[k]

0

[r]

Figure 3: Sketch of a backward trajectory starting at time t and reaching
time 0 after three free flights. The symbols used in (49) are shown.

As in the forward
R t case, the integrand of (49) is augmented in two steps. The
probability exp(− 0 2 ) is expressed as an integral over the corresponding density.

 Zt2
 Zt2

Z0
exp − λ(K2 (y))dy =
λ(K2 (t3 )) exp − λ(K2 (y))dy dt3
−∞

0

(50)

t3

Second, the normalization of the distribution of the before-scattering states has to
be introduced.
Z
λ∗ (k) = S(k0 , k) dk0
(51)
R ∗ −1
From (51)
it
follows
that
λ (k) S(k0 , k) dk0 = 1 for all k. Products of the form
R
S exp(− ) in (49) are augmented using both λ and λ∗ as shown in the following
expression.
f

(2)

(k, r, t) =

Zt
0

dt1

Zt1

Z0

dt2

0

−∞

dt3

Z

dk1

Z

dk2


 Zt2
fi (K2 (0), R2 (0)) λ(K2 (t3 )) exp − λ(K2 (y))dy


t3

×

λ∗ (K1 (t2 ))
λ(K1 (t2 ))



×

λ∗ (K0 (t1 ))
λ(K0 (t1 ))



S(k2 , K1 (t2 ))
λ∗ (K1 (t2 ))




 Zt1
λ(K1 (t2 )) exp − λ(K1 (y))dy

S(k1 , K0 (t1 ))
λ∗ (K0 (t1 ))



 Zt

λ(K0 (t1 )) exp − λ(K0 (y))dy

t2

t1

(52)
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Writing the position and time-dependence of the scattering rates has been omitted
for the sake of brevity. To evaluate (52) by MC integration the integrand is separated
into p and ψ.
x =(t1 , k1 , t2 , k2 , t3 )
R
R
R
p ={λ exp(− )}{S/λ∗ }{λ exp(− )}{S/λ∗ }{λ exp(− )}
∗

ψ=

(53)
(54)

∗

λ (t1 ) λ (t2 )
fi
λ(t1 ) λ(t2 )

(55)

N realizations of the multi-dimensional variable x have to be generated. Since
k, r, t are given, the construction of the numerical trajectory starts at this point by
choosing a random variable t1 , which obviously is less than t. The next random
variable to be chosen is k1 , a before-scattering state, and so forth. The selected
times are of descending order, t < t1 < t2 < t3 , which means that the numerical
trajectory is followed back in time. During trajectory construction the product
Q ∗
λ (ti )/λ(ti ) has to be recorded. At time zero the product is multiplied by the
initial distribution fi evaluated at the reached phase space point to give the random
variable ψ. After construction of N numerical trajectories the sample mean of ψ is
formed.
N
1 X
ψj
(56)
f (k, r, t) ≈
N j=1
The MCB method allows to evaluate the distribution function at given phase space
points with desired accuracy.
In analogy with the forward case event biasing can be applied leading to weighted
backward algorithms.
Fig. 4 compares the energy distributions of electrons in Si as computed by
the MCB and the WEMC methods. Conditions assumed are E = 10 kV/cm and
t = 3 ps. The initial distribution and the number of particles for the WEMC
simulation are as in Fig. 2. The MCB method is used to evaluate the energy
distribution at discrete points above 800 meV. The statistical uncertainty of the
result is controlled by the number of numerical trajectories starting from each point.
In the simulation 107 backward trajectories are computed for each point. Using the
MCB method the high energy tail is obtained with high precision as shown in Fig
4. The depicted range of 30 decades is out of reach even for the here considered
variant of WEMC method.
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Figure 4: Electron energy distribution functions obtained by the WEMC
amd MCB algorithms for E = 10 kV/cm.

4. The Stationary Boltzmann Equation
Aiming at steady-state device simulation, the position-dependent and time-invariant
BE is to be considered. The force field and all material properties are independent
of time.
[v(k) · ∇r + F(r) · ∇k ] f (k, r) = Q[f ](k, r),

r∈D

(57)

This equation, which is posed in the simulation domain D, is supplemented by
boundary conditions modeling the interaction of the device with the environment.
The distribution function is normalized as (see also Section 3)
1
4π 3

Z

dr

Z

dk f (k, r) = ND .

(58)

D

In the scattering operator Q = Qg −Ql the scattering rate S is independent of time:
Qg [f ](k, r) =

Z

f (k0 , r)S(k0 , k, r) dk0 ,

Ql [f ](k, r) =λ(k, r)f (k, r) ,

with

(59)
λ(k, r) =

Z

S(k, k0 , r) dk0

(60)

To describe a time-invariant system an absolute time scale is not needed. Only
the time difference between two consecutive events is significant. A phase space
trajectory with the initial condition K(t0 ) = k0 and R(t0 ) = r0 is obtained by
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formal integration of the equations of motion.
K(t; t0 , k0 , r0 ) = k0 +

Zt

F (R(y; t0 , k0 , r0 )) dy

Zt

v (K(y; t0 , k0 , r0 )) dy

t0

R(t; t0 , k0 , r0 ) = r0 +

(61)

t0

In addition to the time argument of the functions K and R, the parameters t0 , k0 ,
r0 describing the initial condition of the phase space trajectory are stated explicitly.
Expressions (61) can be read as the phase space position of a particle at time t that
passes through k0 and r0 at time t0 . In this regard, the order of t0 and t is irrelevant.
For t ≤ t0 the meaning of k0 and r0 would be that of a final condition.
Invariance under time translation can be proven, provided that F does not depend explicitly on time.
K(t + τ ; t0 + τ, k0 , r0 ) = K(t; t0 , k0 , r0 )

(62)

R(t + τ ; t0 + τ, k0 , r0 ) = R(t; t0 , k0 , r0 )

(63)

This property will be used repeatedly in the following to adjust conveniently the
time reference for each free flight.
4.1. Stationary MC algorithms
The bulk EMC algorithm can also be applied under stationary conditions. In this
situation, for large evolution times the final distribution approaches a steady state,
and the information introduced by the initial condition is lost entirely. Alternatively,
the ergodicity of the process can be exploited to replace the ensemble average by a
time average. Since it is sufficient to simulate one test particle for a long period of
time, the algorithm is called Single-Particle MC (SPMC). The effect of the particle’s
initial state vanishes for long simulation times. The distribution function in a given
phase space point is estimated by the time spent by the particle in a fixed, small
volume around the point divided by the total time the trajectory was followed.
Another method of obtaining steady-state averages has been introduced by Price 17 .
With the synchronous-ensemble or before-scattering method averages are formed by
sampling the trajectory at the end of each free flight which is in many cases easier
a task than evaluating a path integral over each free flight.
For a space-dependent problem the SPMC algorithm has to take into account
boundary conditions. Whenever in a simulation the particle leaves the simulation
domain through a contact it is re-injected through one of the contacts, selected
according to the probabilities of the underlying model. Proofs that the SPMC
algorithm yields a distribution function which satisfies the stationary BE has been
given by Fawcett et al. for homogeneous case18 , and by Baccarani et al. for the
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inhomogeneous case19 . For the SPMC algorithm, convergence proof for the iteration
series and variance estimates have been reported recently20,21 .
4.2. Integral form of the stationary Boltzmann equation
In this section the BE is transformed from integro-differential form into integral
form. Particular care is taken to account for the boundary condition.
Assume a given phase space point k, r. This point determines uniquely a phase
space trajectory, for which the short cut notation K(t) = K(t; 0, k, r) and R(t) =
R(t; 0, k, r) is used. The arbitrary initial time is set to t0 = 0. The left-hand side
ˆ = f (K(t), R(t)), which allows
of (57) represents the total time derivative of f(t)
the BE to be rewritten as an ordinary differential equation of first order as shown
in Section 3.2:
d
exp
dt

Z t
0

Z t

ˆ
λ̂(y)dy f(t) = exp
λ̂(y)dy Q̂g [f ](t)


(64)

0

This equation can be integrated straight forwardly. The upper bound of integration
should be t = 0 to obtain fˆ(0) = f (k, r), the value of f at the given phase space
point. The lower time bound has to be chosen such that the functions K(t) and
R(t) take on values at which the distribution function is known. In the steady state
the distribution function is known only at the domain boundary. An appropriate
lower time bound is therefore the time, say t−
b , at which the trajectory enters the
simulation domain (see Fig. 5). Apparently, this time depends on the point k, r
under consideration.
t+
b

∂D

t+
b =∞

PSfrag replacements
k, r

k1 , r 1
t−
b = −∞

D

t−
b
+
Figure 5: Illustration of the functions t−
b (k, r) and tb (k, r) which give the
time at a trajectory’s entry point and exit point, respectively. If k1 , r1 is the
initial point of a closed trajectory, the times are infinite, t±
b (k1 , r1 ) = ±∞.

If the real space trajectory R(t; 0, k, r) never intersects the domain boundary,
that is when the trajectory forms a closed loop, then t−
b = −∞ is an appropriate
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choice. This means that a particle found at t = 0 on such a closed trajectory must
have been scattered onto this trajectory at some time t ∈ (−∞, 0) in the past.
Integration of (64) in the time bounds discussed above results in the integral
form of the stationary BE,

f (k, r) =

Z0

dt0

Z

dk0 f (k0 , R(t0 )) S(k0 , K(t0 ), R(t0 ))

t−
b (k,r)

 Z0

× exp − λ(K(y), R(y))dy + f0 (k, r)

(65)

t0

f0 (k, r) =

−
fb K(t−
b (k, r)), R(tb (k, r))



 Z0

exp − λ(K(y), R(y)) dy

(66)

t−
b (k,r)

where fb denotes the boundary distribution. The integral form is a bookkeeping
equation for the probability f (k, r)dk dr of finding a carrier in the volume element
dkdr about k and r. The first summand in (65) describes the contribution of carriers
that are scattered onto the considered trajectory at some time t0 ∈ (t−
b , 0) and stay
on it until time 0, whereas the second summand gives the contribution of carriers
that stay from the time of entry t−
b on the trajectory and have a collisionless free
flight until time 0, reaching the point of interest k, r.
To complete the set of basic equations for the stationary transport problem the
conjugate equation has to be found. Using the notation of Section 2.3, the conjugate
equation has the same kernel as the integral equation, but integration is carried out
over the unprimed variables. To apply this rule, the integral form of the BE first
has to be transformed to standard form (13):
Z
Z
f (k, r) = dk0 dr0 f (k0 , r0 )K(k0 , r0 , k, r) + f0 (k, r)
(67)
The required r0 integration is introduced by augmenting the kernel by a δ-function
K(k0 , r0 , k, r) =
Z0

 Z0

dt S(k , K(t ), r ) exp − λ(K(y), R(y))dy δ(r0 − R(t0 )) θD (r0 ) , (68)

t−
b (k,r)

0

0

0

0

t0

where θD is the indicator function of the simulation domain. Since the integral
equation (67) is posed in the six-dimensional phase-space it must contain a six-fold
integral. The time integral in (65) therefore cannot stay in (67) and has to be
assigned consequently to the kernel. This means that the kernel of the stationary
BE is given by the kernel of the transient BE integrated over time.
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After changing variables and reversing time the conjugate equation can be stated
explicitly20 :

0

0

g(k , r ) =

t+
(ka ,r0 )
b

Z

dka

Z


 Zτ
dτ S(k , ka , r ) exp − λ(K(y), R(y))dy
0

0

0

0

× g(K(τ ), R(τ ))θD (r0 ) + A(k0 , r0 ) (69)
This equation has now the desired properties that integration is carried out over
final states and that the time variable is positive. The iteration series of (69) will
lead to forward MC algorithms.
4.3. The Single-Particle MC method
Assume we are interested in the mean value of some quantity A(k, r).
Z
Z
hhAii = dr dk A(k, r)f (k, r)

(70)

D

A will typically be a product of some k-dependent function and an r-dependent
charge assignment function3 . The mean value per particle is obtained as hAi =
hhAii/hh1ii, where the normalization constant evaluates to hh1ii = 4π 3 ND according
to (20).
Equation (70) denotes an inner product (A, f ), which can be transformed into
(f0 , g) by means of (18):
hhAii =

Z

dr

0

Z

dk

0

−
fb (Kb (t−
b ), Rb (tb )) exp

D

t−
b

 Z0

− λ(Kb (y), Rb (y))dy g(k0 , r0 )
t−
b

0 0
t−
b (k , r )

(71)
and Kb and Rb is a phase space trajectory that

is a short cut for
Here,
passes through k0 and r0 at t = 0.
In (71) variables needs to be changed such that the arguments of fb become
integration variables. The new variables, kb and rb , represent the initial state of a
particle injected at the domain boundary. Since fb is defined only at the boundary
∂D the transformation must lead from a volume to a boundary integral.
In deriving the transformation first the domains of the involved variables have
to be analyzed. The integration domain Φ is the direct product of D and K, the
k-space. The following decomposition of Φ is considered.
Φ = D ⊗ K = Φ b ∪ Φb

(72)

0
The sub-domain Φb is formed by all points for which t−
b is finite. Each point k ,
0
r ∈ Φb is connected with a boundary point kb , rb by a free-flight trajectory. The
complementary sub-domain Φb contains all points for which t−
b = −∞, that are
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those points that lie on closed trajectories. The integrand of (71) vanishes for all
points in Φb because of the e-function, and so does integral over Φb . It is therefore
sufficient to restrict the integration domain to Φb .
Another decomposition needed in the following is that of the k-space at a boundary point. If n(rb ) denotes the outward directed normal vector in a point rb at the
domain boundary, the two subspaces are defined by
K+ (rb ) ={k : v(k) · n(rb ) < 0}

K− (rb ) ={k : v(k) · n(rb ) ≥ 0}

(73)
(74)

All k-points in K+ (rb ) have an inward directed component of the group velocity
and are therfore initial points of trajectories entering the domain at rb . Conversely,
points in K− are endpoints of trajectories leaving the domain.
Each point (k0 , r0 ) ∈ Φb can now be mapped one-to-one onto a boundary point
(kb , rb ) and a positive time t0 , where kb ∈ K+ (rb ) and rb ∈ ∂D. The time t0 =
0 0
−t−
b (k , r ) it takes a particle to drift from the boundary point (kb , rb ) to the inner
point (k0 , r0 ). The volume element transforms as20
dr0 dk0 = |v⊥ (kb )|dσ(rb ) dkb dt0 ,

(75)

where dσ(rb ) is the surface element at rb , and (71) gets transformed into

hhAii =

I
∂D

dσ(rb )

Z

t+
b (k
Zb ,rb )

dkb

0

K+ (rb )

dt0 |v⊥ (kb )|fb (kb , rb )


 Zt0
× exp − λ(Kb (y), Rb (y))dy g(Kb (t0 ), Rb (t0 )) .

(76)

0

The accomplished change from volume to boundary integration is a key step in the
treatment of the boundary value problem. It proves that knowledge of the boundary
distribution is sufficient to determine arbitrary volume integrals defined by (70) and
therefore to determine uniquely f .
Note that from fb only the part in K+ determines the boundary condition,
whereas the part in K− is unknown and is a result of the simulation.
Required for the purpose of normalization are the integrals
Z
j⊥ (r) =
dk |v⊥ (k)|fb (k, r),
r ∈ ∂D
(77)
K+ (r)

ΓD =

I

j⊥ (r)dσ(r) .

(78)

∂D

Taking into account the normalization given in (20), j⊥ /(4π 3 ) represents the normal
component of the incident particle current density and ΓD /(4π 3 ) the total incident
particle current.
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P∞
Substituting the Neumann series of the conjugate equation, g = 0 g (i) , into
(76) results in a series for the mean value, for which the following notation is
adopted.
∞
X
hhAii =
hhAiii
(79)
i=0

As an instructive example the term of second order of is stated explicitly.

hhAii2 =

I

∂D

dσ(rb )

Z

t+
b (k
Zb ,rb )

dkb

K+ (rb )

dt0

0

Z

t+
b (k
Z1 ,r1 )

dk1

dt1

0

Z

t+
b (k
Z2 ,r2 )

dk2

0

dt2 |v⊥ (kb )|fb (kb , rb )


 Zt0
× exp − λ(Kb (y), Rb (y))dy S(Kb (t0 ), k1 , Rb (t0 ))
0


 Zt1
× exp − λ(K1 (y), R1 (y))dy S(K1 (t1 ), k2 , R1 (t1 ))
0

 Zt2

× exp − λ(K2 (y), R2 (y))dy A(K2 (t2 ), R2 (t2 ))

(80)

0

Initial conditions for the k-space trajectories are given by kb and the afterscattering states ki , respectively, as shown in Fig.6.
Kb (0) = kb ,

Ki (0) = ki ,

i = 1, 2, . . .

(81)

The real space trajectory is continuous at the time of scattering. It holds Rb (0) = rb
and Ri (ti ) = Ri+1 (0).
The iteration term (80) describes the contribution of all particles that propagate
from the boundary to the interior of the device, having undergone two scattering
events and finished the third free flight. Analogously, the i-th iteration term, hhAiii ,
represents the contribution of all particles which propagate into the device with i
scattering events and i + 1 free flights.
Furthermore, the symbols kbi and ri are introduced, which denote the beforescattering momentum and the particle position for the i-th scattering event, respectively. They are related to the trajectories by
ri+1 = Ri (ti ) ,

kbi+1 = Ki (ti ) .

(82)

As a next step the integrand of the iteration term (80) needs to be decomposed
into a probability density p and a random variable ψ, as shown in (9). For this
purpose we repeat the well-known probability densities used in MC device simulation, which are the distribution of the free-flight time, pt , and that of the state after
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Figure 6: Sketch of a trajectory which starts at the boundary point (kb , rb )
and evolves until the third free flight. The symbols used in (80) are shown.

scattering, pk .

 Zt
pt (t; k, r) =λ(K(t), R(t)) exp − λ(K(y), R(y))dy

(83)

0

S(k, k0 , r)
pk (k0 ; k, r) =
λ(k, r)

(84)

Both distributions are normalized as they satisfy for all k, r:
Z∞

pt (t; k, r) dt = 1 ,

0

Z

pk (k0 ; k, r) dk0 = 1 .

(85)

In the integrand of (80) terms representing an unnormalized probability density
are divided by the respective normalization factors. Beginning with the left-most
term, the velocity-weighted boundary distribution v⊥ fb , these factors are given by
R
(78) and (77). Products of the form exp(− λ) S are multiplied by Rλ/λ in order
to obtain the free-flight time distribution of the form pt = λ exp(− λ) and the
distribution of the
R after-scattering states, pk = S/λ. The remaining product of
the form exp(− λ) A can be treated in two different ways, leading to either the
synchronous ensemble method or the time-integration method of average recording.
4.3.1. The synchronous ensemble method
R
One option is to multiply the remaining product exp(− λ) A by λ/λ to obtain
a product of pt and A/λ. For the sake of brevity, the position-dependence of the
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scattering rate is suppressed in the following. Equation eqnA2-1 becomes:

hhAii2 = ΓD

I
∂D

dσ

Z

dkb

tZ+
b0

dt0

K+

0





Z

dk1

tZ+
b1

dt1

0

Z

dk2

tZ+
b2

dt2

0



|v⊥ (kb )|fb (kb , rb )
j⊥ (rb )

 Zt0


S(Kb (t0 ), k1 )
× λ(Kb (t0 )) exp − λ(Kb (y))dy
λ(Kb (t0 ))
j⊥ (rb )
ΓD

0

 Zt1


S(K1 (t1 ), k2 )
× λ(K1 (t1 )) exp − λ(K1 (y))dy
λ(K1 (t1 ))


0

 Zt2

A(K2 (t2 ), R2 (t2 ))
× λ(K2 (t2 )) exp − λ(K2 (y))dy
λ(K2 (t2 ))


(86)

0

Each term representing a probability density is enclosed in curly brackets. In (86) we
designate the multi-dimensional integration variable
as x2 , the probability density
R
as p2 , and a random variable as ψ2 : hhAii2 = dx2 p2 (x2 )ψ2 (x2 ), where
x2 = (rb , kb , t0 , k1 , t1 , k2 , t2 )

(87)

p2 (x2 ) = {j⊥ /ΓD }{v⊥ fb /j⊥ }{pt }{pk }{pt }{pk }{pt }

(88)

ψ2 (x2 ) = A/λ

(89)

To evaluate (86) by MC integration one has to generate a sample x2,1 . . . x2,N from
the density p2 . A realization x2,j is referred to as a numerical trajectory, its generation as numerical trajectory construction.
Consider the construction of the j-th numerical trajectory, x2,j . Since all factors
in (88) except j⊥ /ΓD denote conditional probability densities, one first selects a
boundary point rb,j with the density j⊥ /ΓD . Then generate kb,j from the velocityweighted boundary distribution, generate t0,j from the free-flight time distribution
pt , select k1,j with density pk , and so forth. Finally, at the end of the third free
flight evaluate A/λ. After construction of N numerical trajectories the following
sample mean is formed.
N
ΓD X
hhAii2 '
ψ2 (x2,j )
(90)
N j=1
The described procedure contains all basic steps known from SPMC algorithm:
• generation of an initial state from the velocity-weighted boundary
distribution22 , v⊥ fb
• free-flight time generation from density pt
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• selection of the after scattering state with density pk
• the synchronous ensemble method of average recording17
+
Note that in (86) the bounds of time integration are (0, t+
bj ), where tbj can be
either finite or infinite. On the other hand, the distribution of the free-flight time
(83) is normalized in the bounds (0, ∞). The issue of normalization is related to
trajectories that terminate at the domain boundary and is discussed in more detail
in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2. The time averaging method
A second option is to process the t2 -integral in (80) by integration by parts.
Z∞
0


 Zt2
exp − λ(K2 (y), R2 (y))dy H(t+
b2 − t2 )A(K2 (t2 ), R2 (t2 ))dt2 =

Z∞
0

0

 Zt2
 Zt2
H(t+
dt2 λ(K2 (t2 )) exp − λ(K2 (y))dy
b2 − τ )A(K2 (τ ), R2 (τ ) dτ , (91)
0

0

R
where H stands for the unit step function. On the left-hand side, exp(− ) represents the probability that the particle drifts without scattering from 0 to t2 . Differentiating this probability gives the probability density pt appearing on the right
side. In this way the density p2 defined by (88) is recovered, and the iteration term
can be reformulated as

hhAii2 = ΓD

I
∂D

dσ

Z
K+

dkb

tZ+
b0
0

dt0

Z

dk1

tZ+
b1
0

dt1

Z

dk2

Z∞

dt2

0

Zτ2
p2 (rb , kb , t0 , k1 , t1 , k2 , t2 ) A(K2 (τ ), R2 (τ ) dτ ,

(92)

0

with τ2 = min(t+
b2 , t2 ). The random variable ψ2 in this expression is identified as
the path integral over τ . As opposed to (86) the integration domain of t2 is now
(0, ∞), which means that the random variable is nonzero regardless of the selected
value for t2 . If t2 < t+
b2 , the τ -integration is performed until the next scattering
event occurs, otherwise until the boundary is reached.
The so obtained the time averaging method proves that the stochastic process
under consideration is ergodic.
4.3.3. MC evaluation of the iteration series
One peculiarity of the SPMC method is that a realization of the iteration term
of order i is not generated independently from that for the term of order i − 1.
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Instead, a realization of xi is generated by adding to the realization of xi−1 another
after-scattering state ki and another free-flight time ti . The aim of this section is
to find that random variable whose realizations are independent from each other.
Let us begin the analysis with the iteration term of order zero. Setting g (0) = A
it follows from (76)
I

hhAii0 = ΓD

∂D

dσ

Z

dkb

tZ+
b0

dt0 p0 (rb , kb , t0 )

0

K+

A(Kb (t0 ), Rb (t0 ))
,
λ(Kb (t0 ))

(93)

with
p0 (rb , kb , t0 ) =



 Zt0

|v⊥ (kb )|fb (kb , rb )
j⊥ (rb )
. (94)
λ(Kb (t0 )) exp − λ(Kb (y))dy
ΓD
j⊥ (rb )
0

The idea is now to add a scattering term and another free-flight term to the density
p0 . The formal procedure is to multiply (93) by
Z

dk1



S(Kb (t0 ), k1 )
λ(Kb (t0 ))

 Z∞

dt1



0

 Zt1

λ(K1 (t1 )) exp − λ(K1 (y))dy
= 1,

(95)

0

the product of two normalization integrals. In this way p0 is multiplied by two
factors such that the product gives p1 . This allows the partial sum of the first two
iteration terms to be rewritten as one multiple integral.

hhAii0 + hhAii1 = ΓD

I
∂D

dσ

Z
K+

dkb

Z∞

dt0

0

× H(t+
b0 − t0 )



Z

dk1

Z∞

dt1 p1 (rb , kb , t0 , k1 , t1 )

0

A(kb2 , r2 )
A(kb1 , r1 )
+
+
H(t
−
t
)
1
b1
λ(kb1 )
λ(kb2 )



(96)

Here the electron momentum before scattering, kbi , is defined by (82). Since the
integration domain of, for instance, t1 , is different in (86) and (96), time integration
is generally carried out in (0, ∞), while the integrand is set to zero above the actual
time bound using the unit step function. Multiplying (96) by an integral similar
to (95) and adding hhAii2 gives the partial sum of the first three iteration terms
expressed as one multiple integral. This procedure can be repeated to express the
partial sum of any order n as one multiple integral
Z
hhAii0 + hhAii1 + . . . + hhAiin = pn (xn )ψ [n] (xn )dxn ,
(97)
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using the recursive definitions
xn = (xn−1 , kn , tn )



 Ztn
S(kbn , kn )
λ(K
(y))dy
pn = pn−1 ×
λ(K
(t
))
exp
−
n
n n
λ(kbn )

(98)
(99)

0

ψ [n] = ψ [n−1] +

n
Y

j=0

H(t+
bj −

A(kbn+1 , rn+1 )
tj )
λ(kbn+1 )

(100)

At the beginning of the recursions are x0 = (kb , rb , t0 ), p0 given by (94), and
ψ [−1] = 0. Clearly, (98) and (99) are generalizations for arbitrary n of (87) and
(88), respectively.
At the moment it is assumed that the series given by (97) is convergent, which
means that there exists always some n such that the series of the truncated elements
is below a desired limit. Assume n given. In general, to evaluate (97) by MC
integration one has to generate N realizations of the random variable xn . The
initial state at the boundary, rb , kb , and the first free-flight time, t0 , have to be
generated from p0 . If t0 is less than t+
b0 the unit step function in (100) evaluates to
one and hence ψ [0] = A(kb1 , r1 )/λ(kb1 ). In this case numerical trajectory construction
is continued by realizing a scattering event from kb1 to k1 and by choosing t1 . Again,
[1]
if t1 < t+
= ψ [0] + A(kb2 , r2 )/λ(kb2 ). In principle, this process should
b1 compute ψ
[n]
be continued until ψ is obtained. However, if in the course of numerical trajectory
construction a time tl > t+
bl is generated, the unit step function in (100) evaluates
to zero, such that the recursion terminates and the random variable keeps the value
ψ [l−1] . This is the realization of a numerical trajectory terminating at the boundary
during the l-th free flight.
For a numerical trajectory of arbitrary ordering number i ≤ N , which terminates
after l + 1 free-flight segments, the random variable takes on the value
ψi =

A(kbl , rl )
A(kb1 , r1 )
+...+
b
λ(k1 )
λ(kbl )

(101)

The ψi given by the sum (101) are summed up in the sample mean (11). This gives
a double sum that can be replaced by one sum over all before-scattering states that
have been generated.
hhAii ' ΓD

N
1 X
1 X A(kb , rb )
ψi = Γ D
N i=1
N
λ(kb )

(102)

b

To derive the expressions for the time-recording formalism the zero order iteration term is reformulated as
hhAii0 = ΓD

I
∂D

dσ

Z
K+

dkb

Z∞
0

dt0 p0 (rb , kb , t0 )

Zτ0
0

A(Kb (τ ), Rb (τ )) dτ .

(103)
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This expression shows ψ [0] explicitly. The recursive definition of the random variable
changes from (100) to
ψ

[0]

=

Zτ0

A(Kb (τ ), Rb (τ )) dτ

(104)

0

ψ

[n]

=ψ

[n−1]

+

n−1
Y

H(t+
bj

j=0

− tj )

Zτn

A(Kn (τ ), Rn (τ )) dτ ,

(105)

0

where τj = min(t+
bj , tj ).
For a numerical trajectory comprising l + 1 free-flight segments the random
variable takes on the value
ψi =

Zt0

A dτ + . . .

tZl−1

A dτ +

A dτ .

(106)

0

0

0

Ztbl

This sum is over free flights and contains therefore one element more than (101)
does.
Choosing n in (97) a priori implies that a numerical trajectory cannot contain
more than n + 1 free-flight segments. This restriction can be omitted by always
following a numerical trajectory until it terminates at the boundary, permitting
numerical trajectories with arbitrary many free-flight segments. In this case the
infinite series representing hhAii is evaluated rather than the partial sum given by
(97).
4.3.4. Normalization of the distribution function
The normalization constant ΓD needs not be evaluated from the theoretical definition (20). Instead, by setting A = 1 a relation between ΓD and the total number
of particles ND is obtained
4π 3 ND = ΓD

1 X
−1
λ(kb )
N

(107)

b

where ND is usually known, for instance, from the constraint of total charge neutrality in the device. Note that N is the number of trajectories constructed. Using the
time-integration scheme, in the special case A = 1, the realization (106) represents
P
the total time of the i-th numerical trajectory, ψi = Ti . Denoting with T =
Ti
the total time the particle has been followed, one finds from (107):
X
−1
T =
λ(kb ) .
(108)
b

The finite sum recorded during the simulation is an unbiased estimate of the total
time the particle path is followed.
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4.4. The weighted single-particle MC method
Expressing the solution of the conjugate equation by the Neumann series leads to the
series expansion (79)of the statistical average of A(k, r). The explicite expression
of a term of that series is given by (86). There exists a variable transformation such
that the multiple integral gets expressed as
Z
A(ξn )
hhAiin = ΓD dξ0 . . . dξn h(ξ0 )K(ξ0 , ξ1 )K(ξ1 , ξ2 ) . . . K(ξn−1 , ξn )
(109)
λ(ξn )
where the before-scattering states ξi = (kbi+1 , ri+1 ) are chosen as integration variables. The integrand of (109) contains an initial distribution h and the transition
probability K given by the kernel of the conjugate equation, (69).
The integral (109) can be written as
Z
hhAiin =ΓD p(y)ψ(y)dy
(110)
y =(ξ0 , ξ1 , . . . ξn )

(111)

p =h0 (ξ0 )K(ξ0 , ξ1 ) . . . K(ξn−1 , ξn )

(112)

ψ=

A(ξn )
.
λ(ξn )

(113)

Since p(y) satisfies the properties of a probability density function, the integral can
interpreted as the expected value of a random variable ψ(y). The MC method
can now be used to approximate the expected value E{ψ} by a sample mean ψ =
P
N −1 ψi .
In (109) the initial density h and the transition probability K reflect the physical
properties of the system. Therefore, these physically-based probability distributions
are the natural choice for the construction of the particle trajectory. However, it is
possible to choose other than the natural probabilities for the MC integration. In
that case one constructs numerical trajectories that are different from the physical
ones. Using arbitrary probabilities aims at statistical enhancement, for example,
by guiding particles towards a sparsely populated region of interest.
One can choose an arbitrary initial distribution p0 and arbitrary transition probabilities P for numerical trajectory construction. Since the product pψ has to remain
unchanged, the random variable ψ has to compensate for the changes in the density
p.
p(y) =p0 (ξ0 )P (ξ0 , ξ1 ) . . . P (ξn−1 , ξn )
h0 (ξ0 )K(ξ0 , ξ1 ) . . . K(ξn−1 , ξn ) A(ξn )
ψ=
p0 (ξ0 )P (ξ0 , ξ1 ) . . . P (ξn−1 , ξn ) λ(ξn )

(114)
(115)

The numerical initial distribution p0 and the numerical transition probability P
have to be nonzero where the physical counterparts are nonzero, that is, p 0 (ξ0 ) 6= 0
if h0 (ξ0 ) 6= 0 and P (ξi , ξRj ) 6= 0 if K(ξi , ξj ) 6=
R 0. Furthermore, only normalized
densities are considered, p0 (ξ0 ) dξ0 = 1 and P (ξi , ξj ) dξj = 1 for all ξi .
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The ratio of the physical density over the numerical density determines the
weight of a particle.
wn =

h0 (ξ0 )K(ξ0 , ξ1 ) . . . K(ξn−1 , ξn )
p0 (ξ0 )P (ξ0 , ξ1 ) . . . P (ξn−1 , ξn )

(116)

This formula states the rule, that whenever in the process of numerical trajectory
construction a random variable, for example, a free-flight time or an after scattering
state, is selected from a numerical density rather than from a physical density, the
weight of the trajectory changes by the ratio of the two densities.
While (115) is an estimator for one iteration term, in the Single Particle MC
method one uses estimators for the whole iteration series, such as (106) and (101). In
these estimators each element of the sum has to be multiplied by the weight defined
above. In the case of event biasing the before-scattering and the time-averaging
estimators, (101) and (106), respectively, gets extended to:
ψi =

l
X
j

ψi =

l
X
j

wj

Z

tj
0

wj

A(kbj , rj )
λ(kbj , rj )

,

A(K(τ ; 0, kaj , rj ), R(τ ; 0, kaj , rj )) dτ .

(117)

(118)

4.4.1. Modified probabilities
The purpose of the event-bias method is to enhance the statistics in phase space
regions of interest. To guide the particle trajectory towards such regions, various
probabilities used for trajectory construction can be modified, including those for
selecting the free-flight time, the scattering mechanism, the after scattering state,
or the initial state at a contact.
On the rising edge of an energy barrier carrier diffusion can be increased by introducing artificial carrier heating. Controlled by a parameter M1 ≥ 1, the probability
for phonon absorption is increased at the expense of phonon emission,


λe
1
,
λ0e =
.
(119)
λ0a = λa + λe 1 −
M1
M1
If in the MC simulation phonon absorption is selected, the particle weight is to be
multiplied by λa /λ0a , otherwise by λe /λ0e = M1 . The distribution of the flight time
is not affected, because the sum of emission and absorption rate are not changed.
Carrier diffusion can also be enhanced by modifying the distribution of the
scattering angle. The event-bias technique is applied only to isotropic processes.
For these the distribution of χ = cos θ is constant: p(χ) = 1/2 for χ ∈ (−1, 1).
Here θ is defined as the angle between the after-scattering momentum and the field
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direction. The following modified density function increases the probability for
forward scattering at the expense of backscattering,

1


−1 ≤ χ < χ0
0
2M
2
p (χ) =
(120)

 M2
χ0 ≤ χ < 1
2

where M2 ≥ 1 is a given parameter and χ0 is determined from the normalization.
The cumulative probability at this point evaluates to P 0 (χ0 ) = (1 + M2 )−1 . With a
random number r, evenly distributed between 0 and 1, one obtains for r < P 0 (χ0 )
χr = 2M2 r − 1,

p
= M2 ,
p0

and otherwise

2(r − 1)
p
1
,
=
.
M2
p0
M2
This means that the particle weight is either reduced or increased by the factor M2
whenever χ is generated from the density (120).
To support the formation of an artificially heated carrier distribution at the
rising edge of an energy barrier one might inject particles from some nearby contact
assuming some heated boundary distribution.
Consider a Maxwellian at lattice temperature T0 and a heated Maxwellian at
temperature T 0 = M3 T0 with M3 > 1.


(k)
(121)
fb (k, r) =C(r) exp −
k B T0


(k)
fb0 (k, r) =C 0 (r) exp −
(122)
kB T 0
χr = 1 −

The incident current density at some boundary point r with outward directed normal vector n(r) is given by


Z
(k)
j⊥ (r) = −C(r)
n(r) · v(k) exp −
d3 k
(123)
k B T0
n·v<0

Substituting the group velocity v = (1/h̄)∇(k) and assuming without loss of generality the x-axis to be parallel to n, one obtains


Z
(k)
kB
d3 k
(124)
n · ∇ exp −
j⊥ (r) = C(r)T0
h̄
k B T0
n·v<0


Z Z
kB
(0, ky , kz )
= C(r)T0
dky dkz
(125)
exp −
h̄
k B T0
In the last equation the integral theorem of Gauss has been applied. From the
integral over the closed surface only the contribution from the (ky , kz ) plane is
non-zero.
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Note that (121) is the physical boundary distribution and hence the parameter
C(r) is known. The normalization factor C 0 (r) in (122) is obtained from the con0
dition j⊥
= j⊥ . This requires evaluation of the double integral (125). For simple
non-parabolic bands
h̄2 k2
(126)
(1 + α) =
2m∗
C 0 must satisfy
C(r)
T 02 (1 + 2αT 0 )
=
.
C 0 (r)
T02 (1 + 2αT0 )

(127)

If the initial momentum is generated from a heated Maxwellian, the initial weight
of the particle has to be set to the ratio of the physical over the numerical probability
density.



1
(k)
v⊥ fb (k, r)
2 1 + 2αM3 T0
1
−
(128)
=
M
exp
−
w0 =
3
v⊥ fb0 (k, r)
1 + 2αT0
k B T0
M3
The velocities v⊥ in the velocity-weighted boundary distributions do not depend on
the parameters of the distribution and therefore cancel.
4.4.2. Evolution of the weights
The particle weight (116) evolves randomly along a numerical trajectory. MC simulations show that at a given time the weights on different trajectories show a large
spreading. Most of the weights evolve to extremely small values, such that new
terms in the weighted sums (118) or (117) sooner or later becomes negligible.
This behavior can be investigated analytically for the simple case of the density
function (120), which assumes only two discrete values, say 0.5M and 0.5M −1.
With a probability of p0 = (1 + M )−1 , the value M is selected as the multiplier of
the weight, and with probability p1 = M (1 + M )−1 the value M −1 . The expected
value of the selected multipliers equals p0 M + p1 M −1 = 1.
Consider a numerical trajectory containing B biased events. On average, the
multiplier M will appear p0 B times, and M −1 will appear p1 B times. The particle
weight then be estimated as
wB = M p0 B · M −p1 B = exp(−αB)
α=

M −1
log M
M +1

(129)
(130)

Since the function α(M ) is positive for all positive M 6= 1 the weight wB tends to
zero exponentially for B → ∞. An interpretation is that the physical meaning of the
trajectory diminishes with increasing number of biased events, as the contributions
to the estimator (117) continuously decreases.
As discussed in Section 4.3.4, setting A = 1 the before-scattering estimator (117)
gives an estimate for the real time of the trajectory. Assuming a simple physical
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system with a constant scattering rate Γ, the estimated real time of the trajectory
equals
∞
X wn
1
1X
T =
exp(−αn) =
=
(131)
Γ
Γ n=0
Γ(1 − exp(−α))
n
As the series converges, even a trajectory with infinitely many scattering events
covers only a finite physical time interval. Only for M = 1, that is when the physical
probability density is used, α vanishes and the particle weight stays constant.
4.4.3. Results and discussion
A one-dimensional npn structure has been analyzed. The three segments of the
device are referred to as emitter, base, and collector. The semiconductor model of
silicon assumes an analytical band structure23 .
The modified probabilities described in the previous Section have been used to
simulate electron transport through the npn-structure, assuming an emitter-base
barrier of 0.8 eV and a collector-emitter voltage of 1 V.
To enhance statistics in the emitter-base barrier region artificial carrier heating
is introduced. In the barrier and the base region the distribution of the scattering
angle is biased so as to induce artificial carrier diffusion towards the collector. Optimal values for the parameters M1 and M2 controlling the bias are not known a
priori. For instance, if M1 is chosen too small, not enough particles will surmount
the barrier, rendering statistical enhancement inefficient. On the other hand, choosing M1 and M2 too large, plenty of numerical trajectories will pass through the low
concentration region. However, due to the aggressive bias the individual particle
weights will evolve to extremely different values. Because of the large spreading of
the particle weights the recorded averages will again show a large variance. Reasonable values found for the considered structure are M1 = 2 and M2 = 2.
The described behavior of the event-bias technique suggests the usage of additional variance reduction techniques24 . The general goal must be a reduction of the
spreading of the weights. Such techniques are not used in this study. Instead, the
evolution of the particle weight is governed predominantly by the event-bias algorithm. Explicit measures are taken only to prevent weights from getting extremely
high or low. The rare event that a particle gains a very large weight is treated by
splitting that particle. On the other hand, when a particle weight falls below a
predefined limit, event biasing is disabled and only physical probabilities are used,
such that the weight is not further changed.
The event-bias method has been compared with a simple particle split method.
To first order such comparison is fair since the light-weight particles generated with
either method are not further recycled. Fig.7 demonstrates for the mean energy
that with event biasing the correct physical mean values are reproduced. Also
shown is the mean energy of the simulated particles, which is considerably higher
the physical mean energy.
In the simulation shown in Fig.8 a biased boundary distribution is also assumed.
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Figure 7: Mean energy of the physical system (mean) and of the simulated
carriers (num.) in the npn-structure with 0.8 eV barrier height. Comparison of the event-bias method (W-MC) and a particle split method is shown.

Electrons are injected from the emitter contact with a Maxwellian distribution
at five times the lattice temperature. Again the correct physical mean energy is
obtained. In Fig.9 the electron concentration and the standard deviations of the
two MC methods are depicted. In the quasi-neutral base region (75–90nm) event
biasing gives a standard deviation reduced by more than one order of magnitude.
4.5. The single-particle backward MC algorithm
Approaching the Neumann series of (65) by the MC method yields steady-state
backward algorithms. Two algorithms are found. The first one allows to evaluate
the distribution function at given points and is basically identical with the transient
backward algorithm (Section 3.5) with the only difference that the numerical trajectory is followed in a variable time interval (t−
b (k, r), 0) rather than in a predefined
one. Let us consider the problem of injection of channel hot carriers into the gate oxide. Using a backward algorithm carriers are launched at the semiconductor/oxide
interface only at energies above the relevant energy threshold. In other words, only
the rare events are simulated. Each high energetic carrier is followed back in time
until it reaches an equilibrium region such as source or drain, where the distribution
function is known. Since each trajectory is of different duration, a steady state formulation employing a variable time t−
b (k, r) and a boundary distribution appears
appropriate.
The second algorithm can be viewed as the backward version of the SingeParticle forward algorithm. N trajectories are constructed starting from an absorbing boundary. The weight of the particle changes by λ∗ /λ at each scattering
event, however, the weight remains undeterminated with respect to a scaling factor.
Both the before-scattering and the time-recording method for average recording are
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Figure 8: Mean energy in the 0.8 eV structure. In addition to Fig. 7,
electrons are injected at the left contact at 1500 K, whereas at the right
contact a Maxwellian at 300 K is assumed.
available, yet the current weight of the particle has to be taken into account. The
particle weights are finally determined when the trajectory terminates at an injecting boundary, where the boundary distribution fb evaluated at the reached phase
space point gives the scaling factor.
5. Small-Signal MC Algorithms
Understanding the MC method as a versatile tool to solve integral equations enables
its application to a class of problems which are not accessible by purely physicallybased, imitative MC methods. One such class, which plays an important role in
electrical engineering, is the linearized small signal analysis of nonlinear systems.
Whether the linearized system is analyzed in the frequency or time domain is just a
matter of convenience since the system responses obtained are linked by the Fourier
transform.
At present, linear small signal analysis of semiconductor devices by the MC
method is beyond the state of the art. The established technique to study the
small signal AC characteristics consists of an EMC simulation followed by a Fourier
transform of the step response currents. Since the EMC simulation captures the
general nonlinear behavior of a device the voltage increment must be sufficiently
small in order to stay in the linear response regime.
For small signal analysis of bulk carrier transport, however, various MC algorithms have been reported25,26,27,28 . The formal approach pointed out in the
previous Sections allows new and existing algorithms to be derived in a unified
way29 .
Choosing a formulation in the time domain, a small perturbation E1 is superimposed to a stationary field Es . The stationary distribution function fs will thus
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Figure 9: The electron concentration varies by more than 14 orders. In the
base region the event-bias method gives significantly less variance than the
split method.
be perturbed by some small quantity f1 .
E(t)
f (k, t)

= Es + E1 (t)

(132)

= fs (k) + f1 (k, t)

(133)

Inserting this Ansatz into the transient Boltzmann equation and retaining only first
order perturbation terms yield a Boltzmann-like equation for f1 which is linear in
the perturbation E1 .
q
q
∂f1 (k, t)
+ Es · ∇f1 (k, t) = Q[f1 ](k, t) − E1 (t) · ∇fs (k)
∂t
h̄
h̄

(134)

Compared with the common Boltzmann Equation, (134) has an additional term
on the right hand side which contains fs , the solution of the stationary Boltzmann
Equation. The integro-differential type of equation, (134), is transformed into an
integral form. Assuming an impulse-like excitation E1 (t) = δ(t)Eim results in the
following integral equation for the impulse response f1 ,

f1 (k, t) =

Zt
0

dt

0

Z

 Zt

dk f1 (k , t )S(k , K(t )) exp − λ(K(y))dy
0

0

0

0

0

t0


 Zt
+ G(K(0)) exp − λ(K(y))dy

(135)

0

with

q
G(k) = − Eim · ∇fs (k) .
h̄

(136)
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The free term of (135) is formally equivalent to the free term of the Boltzmann
Equation. The only difference is that G takes on also negative values, and can
therefore not be interpreted as an initial distribution. Various treatments of the
term G can be devised giving rise to a variety of MC algorithms, all of which solve
(135). G can be expressed as a difference of two positive functions, G = G+ − G− ,
an Ansatz which decomposes (135) into two common Boltzmann Equation for the
unknowns f1+ and f1− . The initial conditions of these Boltzmann Equations are
f1± (k, 0) = G± (k) ≥ 0 . In this way the impulse response is understood in terms of
the concurrent evolution of two carrier ensembles.
Using different methods to generate the initial distributions of the two ensembles
gives rise to a variety of MC algorithms. Both existing and new MC algorithms
are obtained in a unified way, and a transparent, physical interpretation of the
algorithms is supported. For vanishing electric field, fs is given by the equilibrium
distribution and (136) can be evaluated explicitly. An efficient MC method for
computation of the exact zero-field mobility is then obtained30 .
In the case that the stationary and the small signal field vectors are collinear,
the stationary Boltzmann Equation can be used to express the distribution function
gradient as


Z
Eim
(137)
λ(k)fs (k) − fs (k0 )S(k0 , k)dk0 ,
G(k) =
Es
which gives a natural splitting of G into two positive functions. In the following we
adopt the notation that terms which are employed in the respective algorithm as a
probability density are enclosed in curly brackets.
From (137) we choose the initial distributions as


Eim
λ(k)fs (k)
G+ (k) =
hλis
(138)
Es
hλis


Z 
Eim
S(k, k0 )
λ(k)fs (k)
G− (k0 ) =
dk
(139)
hλis
Es
hλis
λ(k)
R
where hλis = fs (k)λ(k)dk is introduced in the denominators to ensure normalization. hλis is the inverse of the mean free-flight time, which can be seen immediately when evaluating the average by means of the ’before-scattering’ method. The
probability density λfs /hλis represents the normalized distribution function of the
before-scattering states. Consequently, the product of the two densities in (139)
represents the normalized distribution function of the after-scattering states. Using
the above expression the following algorithm can be formulated.
1) Follow a main trajectory for one free flight, store the before-scattering state
in kb , and realize a scattering event from kb to ka .
2) Start a trajectory K+ (t) from kb and another trajectory K− (t) from ka .
3) Follow both trajectories for time T . At equidistant times ti add A(K+ (ti )) to
a histogram νi+ and A(K− (ti )) to a histogram νi− .
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Figure 10: Impulse response of the differential energy.
4) Continue with the first step until N k-points have been generated.
5) Calculate the time discrete impulse response as hAiim (ti ) =

Eim hλis
+
−
N Es (νi − νi ).

The mean free-flight time must be additionally calculated during the simulation.
This algorithm shows in a transparent way the evolution of the P and M ensembles,
as well as the generation of the initial states for those ensembles.
For electrons in Si the impulse response of mean energy and mean velocity has
been calculated. Fig. 10 shows the response of the differential energy hi1 /Eim in
the time domain for different field strengths. The frequency-dependent differential
velocity obtained by a Fourier transform of the impulse response hvi1 /Eim is plotted
in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The low frequency limit of the real part tends to the static
differential mobility ∂hvis /∂Es .
6. The Stationary Wigner-Boltzmann Equation
At room temperature the electrical characteristics of nanoelectronic and highly
down-scaled microelectronic devices are influenced simultaneously by semiclassical
and quantum mechanical effects. A kinetic equation suitable for describing this
mixed transport regime is given by the Wigner equation. This equation can be
formulated in such a way that it simplifies to the semiclassical Boltzmann equation
in those device regions where quantum effects are negligible. The MC method has
proven to be a reliable and accurate numerical method for solving the Boltzmann
equation. Therefore, it appears very promising to devise MC techniques also for
the solution of the Wigner equation. The advantage of a particle method is that
semiclassical scattering from various sources can be included in a straightforward
way. The major problem to be overcome originates from the scattering kernel of the
Wigner equation, which is, as opposed to the semiclassical case, no longer positive.
A solution to this so-called negative-sign problem is presented in the following for
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the stationary case31 .
We consider the space-dependent Wigner equation, including semiclassical scattering via the Boltzmann collision operator Q[fw ]


∂
(140)
+ v · ∇r + qE · ∇k fw = Q[fw ] + Θw [fw ] ,
∂t
Z
Θw [fw ](k, r, t) = Vw (r, k − k0 )fw (k0 , r, t)dk0 .
(141)
The classical force term qE is separated from the Wigner potential32
Z 

s
1
s
Vw (r, k) =
V (r + ) − V (r − ) + qs · E exp(−ik · s) ds ,
2πih̄
2
2

(142)

and thus appears in the Liouville operator on the left-hand side of (140). The
kinetic equation (140) has now the form of a Boltzmann equation with an additional term caused by the Wigner potential. Whether the collision operator or the
potential operator is dominant depends on the device under consideration. The
chosen formulation of the Wigner equation ensures that in the classical limit the
Boltzmann equation is obtained. Consequently, the MC method presented below
simplifies gradually to the classical MC method when the Wigner potential vanishes. Therefore, an artificial separation of the simulation domain into a quantum
and classical region and application of different numerical methods is avoided.
6.1. The particle model
Because the Wigner potential assumes positive and negative values, it cannot be
used directly as a scattering probability. To permit a probabilistic interpretation,
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Vw is expressed as a difference of two positive functions. Introducing the truncated
Wigner potential

Vw (k), Vw (k) ≥ 0
+
(143)
Vw (k) =
0,
Vw (k) < 0
and accounting for the antisymmetry of Vw with respect to k, the potential operator
can be expressed as
Z
Θw [fw ](k) = V + (q)[fw (k − q) − fw (k + q)] dq .
(144)
In terms of a particle model, the positive and negative terms of the integrand might
be interpreted as in-scattering and out-scattering terms, respectively. However,
the out-scattering operator is non-local in k-space, whereas, for comparison, the
semiclassical out-scattering operator is local. Therefore, (144) does not describe a
scattering in the sense that an initial state is annihilated and a final state is created.
Instead, (144) describes the creation of two new states, k − q and k + q. When
generating the second state, the sign of the statistical weight is changed.
Z
γ(r) = Vw+ (r, k) dk .
(145)
It should be noted that the Wigner equation strictly conserves charge, as can be
seen by taking the zero-order moment of (140)
∂n
+ div J = 0 .
∂t
Looking at the number of particles regardless of their statistical weight, that is,
counting each particle as positive, another potential operator needs to be considered.
Z
Θ∗w [fw ](k) = V + (q)[fw (k − q) + fw (k + q)] dq
(146)
Using (146), a continuity equation for numerical particles is obtained.
∂n∗
+ div J∗ = 2γ(r)n∗
∂t

(147)

The high generation rate in this equation is a direct consequence of the negativesign problem. Not only can we expect cancellation effects in the estimators due to
the positive and negative statistical weights, but also an exponential growth in time
of certain quantities, such as particle number, particle weight or variance.
6.2. Stationary MC method
The particle model described in the previous sections provides a guideline for the
development of new and the characterization of existing MC algorithms for solving
the Wigner equation. Applying a formal approach, which employs the Neumann
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series expansion of the underlying transport equation33 , leads to a MC algorithm
with two significant properties: the number of numerical particles is conserved,
and the particle weights increase exponentially in time. Using this algorithm it has
been demonstrated that tunneling can be treated numerically by means of a particle
model34 . However, because of the exponential increase of the absolute value of the
particle weight at the very short time scale (2γ)−1 (see (147)), application of this
algorithm turned out to be restricted to single-barrier tunneling and small barrier
heights only.
For the simulation of double-barrier structures another MC algorithm has been
designed, which now conserves the statistical weight. In return, particles are generated at the rate of 2γ. The kinetic equation (140) is interpreted as a Boltzmann
equation augmented by a generation term Θw . Thus, in principle, any MC method
for solving the Boltzmann equation can be employed, extended by a mechanism for
generating particle pairs. The challenge of employing such algorithm is to handle
the avalanche of numerical particles properly. This problem has been solved for
stationary conditions. Particles of opposite weight and a sufficiently small distance
in phase space are continuously removed in the course of a simulation.
A Resonant tunneling diode (RTD) has been simulated using the quantum MC
algorithm (Fig.13). The temperature dependence of the current-voltage characteristics of the RTD is shown in Fig. 14. The resonance current is higher at low
temperature due to the smaller spreading of the energy distribution, wheres the
valley current increases with temperature.
Fig. 15 shows the electron concentration in the device at voltages below the
resonance voltage. A classical behavior is found before and after the double barrier,
whereas in the quantum well the behavior of the solution is non-classical. In the
quantum well the concentration increases as the resonance is approached. After
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the barrier a depletion layer forms, which grows with applied voltage. For voltages
above the resonance voltage, the concentration in the well drops, while the depletion
layer continues to grow.
7. Conclusion
Application of the numerical MC method for solving integral equations has been
thoroughly studied for the cases of the transient and stationary Boltzmann equation. The well known Ensemble MC and the Single-Particle MC algorithms have
been rederived in a unified way. In addition, specific algorithms which are very
seldomly used have been discussed. The backward MC algorithm is well suited for
the simulation of rare events, whereas the weighted MC method has been demonstrated to be an effective statistical enhancement technique. The same numerical
approach proven to be successful for the semi-classical transport problem has been
applied to solve the Wigner-Boltzmann equation. A MC method for the simulation
of far-from-equilibrium transport in nano-structures has been developed. Treating
the Wigner potential operator as a source of scattering is complicated by the socalled negative sign problem, which would lead to a run-away of variance, unless a
proper variance reduction technique is used.
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